


 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

I find the ScanStone bed former a lot easier to pull, and it requires less 
horsepower than machines I’ve had in the past.
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Parallel Linkage System 

This system is effective when working without 
GPS and leaving half a plough outside the trench. 
this evens the other plough which has been left 
in the trench to form the half that has been left 
before, giving an even pull across the machine.

Pictured Opposite

Road Transport
Safety is an important aspect when transporting 
any agricultural machine. On our folding units, 
mechanical and hydraulic locks guarantee safety of 
the machine whilst in transit.

When not in use, the hydraulically operated disc 
marker arms can be folded back neatly behind the 
machine.

Road lights are supplied as standard to all folding 
bed formers.



The ScanStone four-bodied bed former folds neatly within the width of the 
tractor making it easy and safe to transport on narrow roads.



Heavy Duty Bed Former

The ScanStone Heavy Duty Bed Former has been brought to the market to meet the needs of operators with 
ever increasing horse power and track machines.

The machine comes with a revised heavier duty frame, longer legs and larger bodies, with the option to fit 
sub soiler tines.



Sub-Soiler Leg 
attachement

Root Growth
Potato growers now have decided their 
is a need to break up the soil which is left 
below the de-stoner and the bed former, ever meeting the customers needs, we have developed a spring loaded 
sub soiler tine to break up the soil beneath to allow better drainage, aeriation and increased root growth.

Legal Folding
Because the ScanStone Bed Former folds 
from the centre it comes within the legal 
requirement to travel on the roads in the 
UK and Europe without an escort. Hing-
ing from the middle of the machine is the 
only way to get a 1.8m bed width under 
3m, hinging from the outer wings gives a 
3.2m road width

Because we can now penetrate the ‘pan’ which gets left un-
derneath the de-stoner, the roots of the potatoes can grow 
down more freely, giving a better crop and increasing yield.



ScanStone’s bed formers are available with 
either 2, 3 or 4 plough body formations and 
come with the option of shear bolt or auto 
reset.

The auto reset funtion is controlled by gas 
/ hydraulic accumulator bottles. One accu-
mulator has more than enough capacity to 
displace the hydraulic oil from the large auto 
reset cylinder. (shown below)

Shear Bolt / Auto-Reset Ploughs



Folding Back Markers

A simple and universal way of 
stowing the markers either when 
they are not in work or during 
road transport.

This system easily fits across the 
range of ScanStone bed makers 
reducing production costs and 
offering less of an expense for the 
end user to pay.
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